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W

Scott Hausberg

ork has started once again on NAVY
DAYS. First of all, the dates will be 19
and 20 October. The 19th is a Friday evening and will serve as an early opportunity to purchase
items at the garage sale and bid on silent auction items.
As well, there will be a stand-up reception and the
unveiling of new exhibits. The 20th is a Saturday and
will include many of the best parts of Navy Days 2017
— Tecumseh Band, garage sale, Lecture by Dr.
Guevremont, recognition of the 30th Anniversary
of the Museum, honouring our veterans and splicing
the main brace. In addition, demonstrations are anticipated from both Navy League Cadets and Sea Cadets.

There will also be a number of fun events to keep
the children interested. Finally, as appropriate for the
anniversary of the Battle of Trafalgar, the Naval Association of Canada will hold a mess dinner in the evening.
Navy Days is for the first time being organized by
HMCS Tecumseh with the support of NMAS, NMA,
Navy Calgary and the Navy League. Lt(N) Yasmin
Mayne is running the show and once again I will be
focused on the retail side and promotion through Navy
Calgary; Randy Petrie of the Navy League’s Southern
Alberta Division is coordinating the cadet participation. We will need your help to get the word out!

President’s Report
Ken Sivertsen
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n November 2011, the Society approved a strategic
plan for the Society at its AGM. At that time it was
agreed that:

1. The core value of the Society is a belief that
the Canadian Navy story, past and present, is
exciting, engaging and worth telling.
2. The mission of the Society is to tell the story
of Canada’s Navy.
3. The vision of the Society is to have a community that is informed, excited about and engaged
with Canada’s Navy and its naval heritage.
Here we are in 2018 and a lot has changed since
2011 that will require the Society to re-examine its
purpose. Among the changes are a new Commanding
Officer at HMCS Tecumseh, a DND authorized full time
Executive Director for the Naval Museum and a temporary (but we hope soon to be permanent) curator
and a group of volunteer watchkeepers who are getting
older. The Executive Director of the Museum reports
to the Commanding Officer of Tecumseh and outgoing Commanding Officer (Commander Rob MacLeod)
started the process of developing a new strategic plan
for the museum. We understand the new Commanding
Officer will carry on that process to completion.
But this leaves the Society in the unusual position of
owning a bunch of artefacts, most of which are on loan
to a museum but some of which are only conditionally
owned and may eventually have to be returned to the
donor. A number of the artefacts are also still stored in
the Annex on the Tecumseh site, which site will have to
be returned in a few years to DND and if kept, those
artefacts will have to have a new storage site. Thus, the
Society will need to develop its own plan for the future.
More on this later.
Just a note that the Society is still looking for additional persons for both the Board and for watchkeeping.
It should also be noted that NMAS moved its inventory to the TMM site 10 years ago, in October 2008.
Further, NMAS will be celebrating its 30th year of existence since the start of the Tecumseh Historical Society
in 1988. These events are significant and it is anticipated they will be part of the planned third annual Navy
Days on October 19-20, 2018.
Stay tuned to Navy Calgary on http://navalmuseumofalbertasociety.ca/ or on Facebook at http://www.
facebook.com/navycalgary/
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Director’s Report

R

Eric Kahler

ecently I took on a small project to review some
historical facts about the Naval Museum of Alberta. Mostly this involved researching back issues of the NMAS publication, The Ensign, as they are
a wealth of information. It is also quite enlightening
to see pictures of people like Bill Wilson and Laraine
Orthlieb from 20-25 years ago, as it just highlights their
commitment and dedication to the Museum.
Here are a few interesting facts I found. Within the
University of Calgary archives there are copies of every issue dating back to the first issue in September
1991. In the 27 years of its publication, 1991 was the
only year in which only one issue was published. For
all other years there have been four issues every year
with the following exceptions: in 1996,Vol. 6, No. 3, was
not published as the volunteers were in the process of
opening the building extension to the original NMA.
In 2005, there is no Volume 15, No. 4, as that edition
was erroneously labled No. 3, thereby generating two
separate No. 3’s for that year. In 2011,Volume 20, Nos.
2 and 3 were combined into one issue. What an amazing feat! In 27 years out of a possible 103 issues, there
have been only a couple of glitches where an issue was
missed. A big BZ to all The Ensign editors and contributors over the years for a truly outstanding job in maintaining such a long tradition. Should anyone wish to
visit past editions of The Ensign, please let me know and
I can arrange that for you as these are held as a “special
collection” in the archives out of the public domain.
In doing that research I also found the original Museum opened October 16th, 1988, and that the official
reopening of the Museum in its current location 20
years later was strategically October 16th, 2008. That
means this October 2018 will not only be the 10th
anniversary in the new building, but it will be the 30th
anniversary of the NMA. I think that calls for a large
celebration and thus the planning has already begun. It
will likely be combined with Navy Days on October
19/20, 2018. Anyone with celebratory ideas is welcome
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to bring them forward to me.
I think it would be prudent as part of the 30 year
celebrations to leverage a new fund raising campaign to
try and ensure the future of the NMA for hopefully at
least another 30 years.
Thus, part of my research of The Ensign was to look
at fund raising initiatives that were used in the past.
While I found a few useful things, your recently formed
Fund Development Committee has its work cut out for
itself. This committee consists of myself, Ken Sivertsen,
Scott Hausberg, Ed Brown and Robert Siversten. A big
thank-you to them for having volunteered. We expect
to come up with a plan for a new fund-raising initiative
in the near future for launch in October. Again, your
ideas are welcome.
As mentioned in the Spring 2018 Ensign, acquiring
and refurbishing artifacts for exhibits is a costly venture. One of the best ways to raise funds is through
legacy donations where people interested in helping
the Museum pursue its goals leave part of their estate
to the Museum.
Please consider doing so as every little bit helps.
Preferably, and more importantly, please consider making such a donation while still living so we may properly
recognize your generosity. In fact, thank you so much
to the Hale family for requesting donations to the Museum on behalf of Casey, this has generated several
hundred dollars already.
Stampede is fast approaching and once again we expect to be hosting members of HMCS Calgary’s crew in
the Museum. Once we know the date for sure, it will
be promulgated to everyone, so please come out and
meet these currently serving and deserving sailors.
Lastly, I would like to thank the many volunteers who
contribute their time so freely to help ensure the Museum runs smoothly.
In particular, I want to thank Bill Kane for the numerous tours (several per week) he has conducted over
the past months and Mike Potter, for the continued excellent work he and his team do to help produce and
revitalize the Museum exhibits.
Thank you to all who contribute so much and please
continue to give when you can. It really is appreciated,
for without you, the Naval Museum of Alberta would
not be what it is!
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Telling the Navy Story:
A Curatorial Perspective
Bradley Froggatt CD

A

great deal goes into the running of a museum.
From the outside it may seem that once exhibits are in galleries that there is not much going on, however, the planning and renewing of exhibits
takes a great deal of time and research.
From the artefact side of things—which is the key
component of telling the navy story—the scope of
work that is required to allow us to interpret our history has many facets and this includes accessions, cataloguing, report writing, data entry, research and communication. Conservation and preservation of our
collection requires another set of skills and knowledge
of the inherent varied materials that comprises a military collection and how these materials react to environment and each other.
Of course, telling the Navy story is our prime objective and this is done not only through our exhibits
but also through education programs, public lectures
and networking with the naval community and other
naval museums across Canada and even internationally.
This is an aspect of telling the Navy story that is often
overlooked.
At the recent Association of Military Museums Museum Studies Course in Winnipeg, I was given the opportunity to network with not only naval museums, but
with all military museums which resulted in the acquisition of some historically significant naval artefacts that
are kept in some museums that one might not expect.
More on that once the transfer details are complete…
Education program for youth, school groups, service
groups and cadets are another important outreach tool
for us to tell the story. To that end the museum staff
is working with the TMM education programmers and
Valour Canada to augment existing programs and create new ones to engage our audience.
Of late, the NMA has been host to a number of lectures on naval and military history that not only serve
to educate, but also expose our museum to audiences
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that might otherwise not see our museum.
In this work we are fortunate to, at times, have the
expertise of volunteers, student interns and summer
staff to help carry the load. From the feedback that I
have received over the past years, the experience that
we provide these people is valuable and, in the case of
students and interns, helps to further their knowledge
and career aspirations.
Telling the Navy story requires much in the way of
physical resources such as storage preparation and layout areas, conservation areas, and spaces for photography, much of which are lacking in our current space.
Hopefully with the help of our naval community and
other vested interests, we can continue to develop
such resources and continue to be a pre-eminent institution for telling the Navy story.

NEW ACQUISITIONS:
In our efforts to expand our exhibits, we are undertaking to attract new acquisitions that will allow us
to tell the Navy story across a broader timeline. We
recently acquired a SEA SPARROW RIM-66 Standard
Missile (SM-2) Surface-to-Air medium range missile
which was the standard missile of RCN destroyers until 2017.
This missile comes ready-for-exhibit complete with
mount and will be on exhibit in our gallery in the near
future.

SEA SPARROW RIM-66 Standard Missile (SM-2), Surface-to-Air medium range missile is sitting in its case in the gallery.

Another recent acquisition is a twin .50 calibre machine gun mount that was acquired from HMCS Chippawa in Winnipeg. The mount had been sitting outdoors for years in Halifax, NS, where it was declared
surplus. As Chippawa has such a mount, it was shipped
to Calgary and will be restored and used to augment
our Second World War weapons exhibits.
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Twin .50 Calibre machine gun mount as it looked in Halifax.

From the Workshop
Mike Potter

E

verybody at the workshop has been busy cleaning
up and creating new and better working spaces
with a new bench and storage for the cut off saw.
In addition, we have built a new run-out bench for the
table saw and a new 8’ x 8’ work bench, central to all
power tools and lighting.
John is working on the hull of HMCS Protecteur,
Chuck is busy painting everything in sight and then
some. Mike G has been finding places for all the loose
screws, washers and wing nuts and that includes us if
we’re not careful! Mike took some time off to go sailing on the West Coast, most particularly Desolation
Sound; we think he just wanted to get away from us for
awhile. Who can blame him? But then he came home
all wobbly … what’s up with that?
I have been working on refurbishing the model of
HMS Nabob. This model has been in the storage area
for years and has finally come to light. Bruce Connolly
was working on this model until the latter part of 2017
when he became ill. Bruce is now in home-care at the
Bow View Manor in Montgomery; we all wish him well.
Earlier this month we moved several cabinets up
onto the east side gallery to host the new models of
HMCS Calgary and HMCS Edmonton. This area is now
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going to be called the Alberta Ships Area. The museum
has been fortunate enough to have a volunteer willing
and able to build us models from scratch.
Miles Chester built the original corvette Calgary
some years ago, then in early 2000 donated the thencurrent frigate Calgary. Now we are receiving a 7’6”
model of the current 2018 configuration of HMCS
Calgary. Following shortly after that, he is donating a
model of HMCS Edmonton. We can’t wait to see them
both in this new area.
The curved walls that were built several months ago
will now be painted and new posters fastened to indicate new exhibits and recent additions to the Museum
and to give some direction to the historical portion of
the Gallery.

CLEAN OUT
YOUR BASEMENT!
One of the fun parts of NAVY
DAYS is checking out the
unique items that are for sale
there. Most are surplus items
collected by the Society over
its 30 years. However, there
is a limit to the supply. So,

as was done last year at this
time, we are asking you, our
members, if you have any naval memorabilia you would
like to donate to the garage
sale. If so, please contact…
scott.hausberg@outlook.com
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The Great Plane Robbery

NMAS Online Sales
You can now buy Naval Museum of Alberta
products online via the NMAS website. To
start, only coffee mugs and pens are available
but there will be more in the near future!

“Casey” Hale passes away

Commander (Ret’d) Alan W. G. “Casey”
Hale, former Commanding Officer of
HMCS Tecumseh and Naval Museum of
Alberta supporter, passed away on May
10th at the age of 81.

NMAS President Ken Sivertsen speaks at the Memorial Service for
his brother-in-law, Casey Hale.
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By Cdr (Ret’d) Alan “Casey” Hale
Note: This article was originally published in The Ensign of Spring 2005. It is reprinted here in memory of
Commander Casey Hale.

I

was a member of the fourth class of entry in 1955 at
CMR, one of about forty Naval Cadets (sixty-eight
Army and sixty-five Air Force); about two-thirds
French and the remainder English speaking. Cadets
would do three years at CMR (recruit, first and second)
and then go on to RMC for their third and fourth years.
Saint-Jean is situated on the Richelieu River, about
twenty-five miles south of Montréal on the highway and
railroad to New York State. Saint-Jean was also the location of CFB Saint-Jean, home of the Canadian Forces
Recruit School, Language School and other facilities.
Prior to integration, this base was known as RCAF Station St. Johns—RCAF boot camp for other ranks. In
addition, it was also the support base for CMR. The airport flight line was civilianized sometime after the war
and before CMR opened. Life for the officer cadets
at the colleges was very demanding, with the greatest
emphasis on academics and sports. From its opening,
CMR was in a development stage of new construction
(the fort was established by the Brits in 1666 and was
the site of a battle during the War of 1812, and then
home to various cavalry and infantry units until the end
of WWII). Some of the original moats are still in evidence and some of the buildings date back to the midto late-1800s. Because not all facilities needed were
available to us (playing fields, pool, hockey rink, etc.), we
made considerable use of those located at the Air Base.
In addition, we would do our cross-country runs to the
Base and back—a distance of about three miles each
way—for the most part in all open fields.
It was during these runs that we took particular note
of the Cornell aircraft parked on the flight line. And of
course, being young men with strong athletic bodies,
and with no shortage of imagination (albeit sometimes
misdirected), thought that this aircraft would look nice
as a static display at CMR. After all, it was painted in
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Air Force livery and parked (so we thought) on a RCAF
Station, so therefore, was open game for a skylark
… right? Wrong! We didn’t notice that the roundel
painted on the fuselage and wings did not have a maple
leaf in the centre (it was the RAF roundel used by the
RCAF during WWII).
Final exams for first and second year cadets usually finished about two weeks before graduation ceremonies took place (about mid-May). This gave time
for supplemental exams to take place—for those who
dipped no more than two subjects—and for all to get
ready for elemental summer training with their respective services. Accordingly, on the night of May 7, 1957,
a group of about thirty or so first years (my class) did
a cross country run to the airport and moved all 2,070
lbs. of this aircraft over several miles of field, down railroad tracks and through ditches and other obstacles—
like fence posts and gates which were temporarily uprooted—and placed it on CMR’s parade square. The
exercise began about midnight and was completed by
0500. Later that morning, our Commandant, Colonel
Marcelin L. Lahaie, DSO, CD, was driving by the parade
square on the way from his home to his office and was
no doubt “amused” on seeing the aircraft. He phoned
his counterpart at the Air Base, Group Captain John G.
Archambault, AFC, CD, and we have it on best authority that the conversation went something like this:
Col. Lahaie: Good morning Jean (John). A funny thing
happened last night; one of your aircraft got lost and
landed on our parade square (heh, heh, heh).

belonged to a TCA (now Air Canada) pilot who had
purchased it from Crown Assets and Aircraft Industries
Ltd., a civilian maintenance and overhaul company located at the airport, who were in the process of upgrading the “bird” to qualify for its Certificate of Airworthiness. At lunch that day an announcement was
made to the effect that all those involved in moving the
aircraft would fall in at 1300, dressed in coveralls and
running shoes, to move it back to the base. It took all
morning to clear streets of parked cars and provide
a police escort for the return trip. Apparently it was
quite a show. Needless to say, the brass at Aircraft
Industries were not impressed and initiated the routine
of having round-the-clock guards posted on the flight
line. The citizenry of Saint-Jean appeared to be quite
amused at the antics of the cadets—it isn’t every day
one would see an aircraft being paraded through the
town!
Regretfully, one of my chums and I were not allowed
to participate in “The Great Plane Robbery” (or, Vol
dans la Nuit in the other official language) as it became
known. We had both been in hospital and missed the
first week of exams, so had to make up the deficiencies
at the time the “robbery” took place. Since I had my
appendix removed and my chum had been injured in a
pillow flight (someone was using “loaded” pillows), our
participation in the raid would only have impeded the
progress of the others. One of our classmates awakened us at about 0500 so we could see the aircraft
parked in the middle of the parade square and the sun
rising from the east.

G. C. Archambault: Well, I’m afraid the joke’s on you
Marc, as we don’t have any aircraft assigned to the base..
Col. Lahaie: Holy smoke! (or words to that effect).
Col. Lahaie had been Commandant since CMR opened
and was due for rotation that summer. His replacement
was—you guessed it—G/C Archambault, who only had
to move a few miles, and it was he who later filled us
in on some of the details of the event (particularly the
preceding conversation). At this point one might say
that all hell broke loose (or the brown stuff hit the fan,
take your pick). The Fairchild Cornell aircraft actually
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This photo is of a Fairchild Cornell parked on the parade square of
College militaire royal de Saint-Jean (CMR) at Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Québec, taken in May 1957 (CMR is about three miles from the
nearest airport).
The Cornell was one of the training aircraft used by the RCAF during WWII. The structure immediately behind the aircraft is one of the
barrack blocks; behind it is the drill hall which borders on the main
highway and the Canadian National Railways line to New York State.
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Watchkeeper Sweaters

f you are a museum watchkeeper or former watchkeeper who has an NMAS issued sweater and no
longer use it, please take a moment and return the
sweater to either the NMA office or the NMAS annex.
These can be issued to new watchkeepers.

Navy Calgary

T

he Navy Calgary Facebook page continues to
grow in popularity. Last issue, it was reported
that this page had 150 followers and one post
reached 2,000 people. Well, today, the page is at 200
followers and recently had two posts reach over 8,000
people.
The first of these successful posts related to the Battle of the Atlantic and was an attempt to raise funds
and/or obtain new members for NMAS. While 8,000
people saw the post, none were willing to support the
cause. The other 8,000-person post was on the anniversary of the HMCS Tecumseh fire. This one brought
back memories for many people.
Please join Navy Calgary and keep informed about
happenings in the Calgary naval community. If you are
not on Facebook, you can read all the posts on the
NMAS website.

On May 1st, RCSCC Undaunted received their White Ensign. On the
left representing the Naval Museum of Alberta Society is Scott Hausberg and on the right facing the camera is the CO of Undaunted,
Lt(N) Matt MacMillan.

John Abraham

T

By Scott Hausberg

he following is a story of two generations of sailors and their connection to Calgary. We start
our story with Able Seaman John Abraham and
his posting to the corvette HMCS Windflower. On 7
December 1941, Windflower was escorting convoy
SC.58 when she collided with the Dutch merchant ship
Zypenberg in dense fog on the Grand Banks. Windflower
lost 23 sailors. Fortunately, AB John Abraham was one

White Ensigns for Cadets

HMCS Windflower.

To provide a tangible connection to the history of the RCN, the Naval
Museum of Alberta Society has offered a white ensign to each of the
Calgary region cadet corps. On April 11, NLCC Cdr William Evelyn
received their white ensign. On the right in the picture, representing
NMAS, is Scott Hausberg, and on the left the Cox’n of Cdr William
Evelyn, CPO2 Morasch.
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of the survivors.
Our story now fast-forwards a few years. AB Abraham has survived WWII and decided to make the Navy
his career. He got married, took his commission and
started a family. In 1960, as a Lieutenant-Commander, John Abraham was posted to HMCS Tecumseh in
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Sea Cadet PO John Abraham and his
father, LCdr John Abraham in Calgary in
1963.
AB John Abraham in December 1941 with sister Betty (left), mother
(middle) and sister Clair (right) in Halifax shortly after the sinking of
his ship.

HMCS Terra Nova crew. John Abraham Jr. is in row four, third from
the right.

An early 1960’s mess dinner in HMCS Tecumseh’s wardroom (note
the fireplace which was preserved after the fire and rebuilt in the current Wardroom). L to R: Capt(N) Smith, unknown, LCdr Abraham,
unknown Army officer, SLt Gough, Lt Lefevre and Lt. Gwillam.

Calgary as the Regular Force Staff Officer. He served
in this role until 1966.
LCdr Abraham had a son who was also named John
Abraham. While in Calgary, John Abraham Jr. joined
RCSCC Undaunted in 1961. In 1963 he was chosen one
of the top ten cadets in Canada by the Navy League and
sent to the east coast where he joined HMCS New Waterford which subsequently deployed to England, Ireland,
Scotland and the Azores.
He joined the Army in 1965 as a full time Reservist
with the Service Corps and was stationed in Wainright,
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Alberta. As much as he enjoyed the Army and driving
trucks, he missed the sea, so in late 1965 he joined
the Navy at HMCS Tecumseh and was sent to HMCS
Cornwallis. He served in Terra Nova and then Kootenay
as a stoker. In 1968 he joined the submarine service
and served in Ojibwa, Onondaga and Okanagan on the
east coast. In 1971, he transferred to the West Coast
and joined Rainbow where he was also a diver. He was
in the decommissioning crew in 1975 and left the Navy
not long after.
Meanwhile, LCdr Abraham was winding up a long career in the Navy and had the honour to be the guard
officer for the opening of the Nova Scotia legislature
on February 17th, 1970. This was purported to be the
last guard wearing the “Old Navy Uniform” and it is
also said to be the last time the old RCN colours were
paraded before being replaced with CF colours.
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World War II Royal Navy veteran Ken Sturdy talks to a Sea Cadet in the Naval Museum
of Alberta following this year’s Battle of the Atlantic Parade.l parade.

Jackspeak…
The following naval terminology comes from ReadyAyeReady.com/Jackspeak
Banyan – A Banyan is a barbecue or party, usually with steaks and beer. The term is derived from banian,
a garment worn by an East Indian sect who neither kills nor eats meat. In the 18th century, the British
navy denied its sailors meat on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays; these days were known as banian (or
Banyan) days. The custom was introduced during the reign of Queen Elizabeth I as an attempt to economize. The term has now come to mean just the opposite.
10
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Preserve our naval heritage!
Donations to NMAS are tax deductible and are
the best vehicle for preserving the heritage
and history of the Royal Canadian Navy.
The Naval Museum of Alberta Society is now
partnered with Canada Helps. You can make
a donation and get a tax receipt in only a minute either using the Donate Now button on the
NMAS website or by going to…

CanadaHelps.org
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We always have a ‘pressing’ need for volunteers
to serve as Naval Museum Watchkeepers!

If you would like to enlist in our fine body of Watchkeepers, please contact Bill Buchanan at 403-274-7535
or by email to cutknife@telus.net and we’ll promise not to
send the Press Gang to your door!

JOIN THE NAVAL MUSEUM OF ALBERTA SOCIETY
• SUPPORT THE PRESERVATION OF CANADA’S NAVAL HERITAGE
• RECEIVE THE ENSIGN NEWSLETTER FOUR TIMES PER YEAR
• FREE ENTRY TO THE MILITARY MUSEUMS AND THE NAVAL MUSEUM OF
		ALBERTA ALL YEAR (Regular $15 per entry)
• FREE ENTRY TO ‘NAVY DAY’ IN OCTOBER
• VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES GALORE
Only $20.00 per year! Join in just five minutes with credit card payment via http://navalmuseumofalbertasociety.wildapricot.org/
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THE ENSIGN is published on a quarterly basis by the Naval Museum of
Alberta Society, and is mailed to all who purchase a $20.00 annual membership in the Society expiring 31 December of each year. Portions of this
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not indicated and full credit is given to both the author(s) and THE ENSIGN.
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or positions of the Department of National Defence, the Naval Museum of

The Naval Museum of Alberta

is located at The Military Museums
4520 Crowchild Trail, SW, Calgary, Alberta T2T 5J4
Telephone 403-974-2807

Admission Prices

Adults $10.00, Seniors $5.00, Youth 7-17 $4.00
Serving personnel (past and present) and their families FREE
NMAS members FREE • Ample free parking

Hours of operation

Monday to Friday 9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Weekends and holidays 9:30 am to 4:00 pm

Alberta Society and/or the Naval Museum of Alberta. The Naval Museum
of Alberta is a fully accredited Canadian Forces museum and the Naval Museum of Alberta Society is a duly registered not-for-profit organization.
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